MFB3-C

**NOTES:**
1. MFB3-C PACKAGE AMPLIFIER MAY BE READILY USED "AS IS" BY REMOVING EXISTING 0-80 HARDWARE AND SUBSTITUTING WITH LONGER 0-80 SCREWS FOR CUSTOMER MOUNTING. MFB3-C PACKAGE AMPLIFIER INCLUDES REMOVABLE CONNECTORIZED FIXTURE WHICH CAN BE USED AS A DROP-IN FLAT PACK, DESIGN DEPENDENT.

2. STANDARD CONNECTOR CONFIGURATION SHOWN FOR ALTERNATE GENDER OPTION ADD SUFFIX "-MF,-FMM" AT THE END OF MODEL NUMBER, (EXAMPLE: MODEL CAXX-XXX-MF WOULD HAVE SMA MALE INPUT AND SMA FEMALE OUTPUT CONNECTORS.)

MFB3

**NOTES:**
1. MFB3 PACKAGE INCLUDES THE DROP-IN FLAT PACK AMPLIFIER UNIT ONLY.
2. OUTLINE IS AVAILABLE IN "STEP", "IGES", OR "DWG" FORMATS UPON REQUEST.